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Programme

www.telfordhamfest.co.uk

‘Marconi’ activity 2009 M/C Martyn G3UKV. (Note: IMD Sat. April 25)

March 22 (Sun.) Loft Access Improvement and wiring mods. at HQ
March 25

Annual General Meeting (with free refreshments!). Agenda—see Pg 2

April 1

Open House / Committee @ the Huntsman.

April 8

‘The Journey’ by Guest Speaker and Writer Ted Cowling.

April 15

Hints & Tips—Members’ suggestions on any subject (within reason!)

April 20 (Mon.) Little Wenlock “Parish Meeting” . TDARS Presentation & D-Star demo,.
Set-up from 7pm. Event 7.30-9 pm. Also static TDARS display
April 22

2m DFing with Dave G4EIX explaining how and with what.

April 25 (Sat.) International Marconi Day. GB8MD from Tywyn, W. Wales 24hr.
(Likely activity Thurs. Apr. 23 to Sun. 26th. HF bands + SOTA)
April 29
2 metre DFing (direction finding). ~144.6 MHz in walking distance of HQ.
May 6

Open House / Committee / On the Air at Village Hall HQ

May 13

Surplus sale with Jim G8UGL i/c. A lot for sale this time ….

May 20

Amateur Television with Dave G8VZT, It’s not that hard:

May 27

TDARS /P in Little Wenlock Village Field (behind the pub). HF to uWaves

June 3

First-in-the-Month @ the Huntsman (Committee & Open House)

June 10

Cryptology & Enigma. Guest Speaker John G7GCK. A special night!

For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns Kevin G8UPF or Richard G0VXG

Editorial
The forthcoming AGM of TDARS represents the completion of the Society’s 40th year in
its present form (give-or-take a name change and several venues later…). I think I can safely
say that whilst every club or society has its ups and downs, TDARS is doing exceptionally
well at present, with healthy membership numbers, a sound bank balance, an excellent
meeting venue—but much more important, an enthusiastic and active membership.
At this moment, I’m almost struggling to record in this Newsletter all the things going on. It’s
highly likely that I shall miss a thing or two; please let me know what I’ve missed—which is
where you come in. Short articles or simply items of news are VERY welcome, together with
extended articles for which I’m always grateful..
It’s highly likely that whilst I try to keep my finger on the pulse, I will miss out some interesting
details, names or activities which the rest of the membership would be interested to hear
about. I also get things quite simply wrong at times - it has been known to happen !
The highlight this time is the successful bid for £5000 of “Grass Roots” funding from Telford
& Wrekin Council (government money). The focus for this cash is training for the 3 levels of
Radio Amateur licence, with particular emphasis on trying to involve and include the local
community. (ie Telford urban and rural areas). I suspect that very few people know much
about our hobby, and even fewer know that they can transmit live on the air with only a few
hours preparation and involve themselves in a fascinating technological experience, which
could last a lifetime. We have tried to gain members in the past from schools and other youth
organisations, usually without a lot of success, but that’s no reason not to try again, especially
as we now have more to offer, with easier access to getting a transmitting licence and with
more attractive teaching aids, such as the interactive white board coming soon. An official
RSGB “Train the Trainers” session later this year at our Club HQ is a golden opportunity for
more Members to join the teaching team, and move it forward. More details to follow ….
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
TELFORD & DISTRICT ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 25th MARCH 2009
AGENDA:
1) Apologies
The Committee have
2) Chairman’s opening remarks & report
recommended no sub
3) Minutes of TDARS AGM 26 March 2008
increase this year.
4) Matters Arising
Subs. due at the AGM.
5) Treasurer’s Report & Matters Arising Full £28,
Concession £22
6) Election of 2008-9 Committee
Student £14.
7) Presentation of Trophies
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Information and pictures Web Site www.tdars.org
(01785 604904)
CHAIRMAN: Derek Southey G0EYX
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Martyn Vincent
(01952 255416)
SECRETARY: Mike Street G3JKX
(01952 299677)
TREASURER: Jim Wakenell G8UGL
(01952 684173)
CURATOR: Kevin Hutchinson G8UPF
(07974 535585)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Martyn Vincent G3UKV
(01952 255416)
Committee: Richard M1RKH;Mike G4NKC;Simon G0UFE;Chris M0ECM;
Martin M3UWB; Tony M0TAW;
Trophies/Certs: G3UKV, M1RKH. QSL Manager David M0EMM
Assistant Curator: Richard G0VXG (01952 883671)

QTC? News & Information
You will see from the page 1 programme that we have a couple of guest speakers
coming to TDARS (April 8, June 10). Ted Cowling is our guest in April and he is the local
author of the biography entitled “The Journey”, which is an account of his life, with particular
reference to his wartime encounters in the RAF. He is also a fundraiser extraordinaire for the
new Telford Hospice at Apley Park. Please bring along a few bob for the cause. In June, John
Alexander (no relation to our member of the same name) G7GCK is coming up from the Milton
Keynes area to present some of his collection of cryptology machines, including the famous
German Enigma. He says he is in the process of making changes to his collection, so it should
be a very entertaining evening. He mentions a raffle to offset his costs/charge (£100) , so that
sounds a good idea too. Let’s give both speakers a very warm welcome.
The “Under a Fiver” and Main Construction competitions have just
taken place, with quite a few more entries than in 2008. In the U-a-Fiver
event, 3rd place went to Richard G0VXG with his retro broadcast receiver
90 volt battery pack, with authentic style casing; 2nd was Norman G0ASP
with a smart-sensing battery charger and 1st place honours went to Dave
G4EIX with his compact PIC morse keyer project.
In the recent Main Construction, there were 7 entries. In 3rd place was
Norman ‘ASP with a smartly cased GPS receiver with various locked
frequency outputs and facility to connect to an external monitor (PC) for info such as lat/
longitude. 2nd place went to Richard ‘VXG and his compact portable ATU/SWR/PWR meter,
and the slate shield was awarded to Tony M0TAW for his 2 valve (yes—valve) VHF (30-200
MHz) receiver and PSU. Tony’s care and attention to detail is quite remarkable.
Congratulations to all who brought along home constructed projects. I’m a bit perplexed by the
lack of TDARS promoted Club Projects at both events. Where were the MKARS80 transceivers (10 under construction), the dozen or so Antenna Analysers, or the ten RF Monitors
(sniffers) ? Never mind, the amount of construction this winter by club members is probably at
an all-time high—which is great !! Long may it continue.
M0TAW
Receiver

G0VXG “Tuna”

G4EIX L/C
Meter

The 2009 Telford HamFest preparation has been beset with arranging a firm date. It was all
set for September 13th, and then along came two buses — the Torbay and Lincoln Rallies on
the same day. There are far fewer Exhibitors/Traders than ten years ago, so date clashes are
a real problem. No sooner had we chosen a new date, than Leicester ARS re-scheduled the
Donington Park event from late October to early September. More problems. Anyway, all
things being equal, the final date chosen is now Sunday 4th October. This still coincides with
the Hack Green (‘Secret Bunker’) table-top radio sale in Cheshire, but this can’t be helped.
Perhaps they will QSY ? Fingers firmly crossed.

At the surplus equipment sale due on May 13, there will be a large number of items
from Mike’s (G4AUZ—SK)) shack which was cleared out by members on the request of
Mike’s family. The larger items have all now been sold, and £487 has been passed to his kin.
The remaining mass of components and smaller kit (many new and unused) will be sold off
on 13th May, and TDARS will benefit. If you want (need?) a clearout, this is a great
opportunity to flog it—but don’t expect to make a fortune! 10% of takings go to TDARS funds.
You can bring stuff along any time after 7pm. Jim G8UGL is our m/c on the night.
Don’s D-Star repeater GB7SY in Condover is now fully operational, with a link via his
computer to the world-wide network of D-Star reflectors and repeaters. Unlike the Echolink we
are licensed for with GB3TF, which has been very quiet, GB7SY is permitted to operate without the operator (NoV) present. This rapidly growing network is still changing on an almost
daily basis, and it’s well worth looking on our TDARS website (www.tdars.org) for the latest
information, or even Don’s dedicated D-Star website at www.gb7sy.net . Don has worked
extremely hard to get this facility up and running, overcoming the usual practical problems of
interfacing and de-sensing (The TX and RX operate in duplex, so the TX tends to de-sense
the RX which operates on the same band.)
The Chairman likes
cash-in-hand ….

The £5,000 CVS grant for TDARS is tremendous news.
Congratulations to Tony M0TAW who has done all the hard work,
preparing and following the extensive requirements for this “Grass
Roots” grant award in a very short space of time. It comes from
the Council for Voluntary Services (CVS) and few strings are
attached. Essentially it is for training and education purposes, but
should quite directly help our Society to grow and flourish in the
next few years. More details elsewhere.

All is now in place for the Marconi (IMD) expedition, centred around Saturday 25th April.
The special callsign GB8MD is confirmed, and full details about the award can be found on
http://www.gb4imd.org.uk/ as well as our TDARS website. Some plan to travel to Tywyn as
early as Thursday, and most will return on the Sunday (26th.). It’s about 85 miles from
Telford, so quite feasible to come across just for the day. Use LL36 9HN on your Sat Navs, or
it’s a field next to the address of “Marconi Bungalows” (that’s a road name in Tywyn!). Most
operating will be SSB on the HF bands, esp. 20, 40 & 80 metres, from midnight Saturday.
Some SOTA and microwave operation is also planned. Everyone is VERY welcome to come
along, whether for a day or a long weekend. Bring friends and family. Plenty of room for vehicles and tents on the site. A nearby B & B called “Leahurst” (tel: 01654 710572) is within
walking distance of the site, and charges a modest £30 per person per night. Other local
attractions include a pleasant beach, Talyllyn Narrow Railway, beautiful countryside,
Snowdonia National Park. We’ve also an eye to local pubs and eating houses. Good weather
has also been pre-booked. Come and join us!

February visit: Making plans in the local railway café, by Marconi’s site & beside the seaside
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
TELFORD & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY.

MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE
FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME. ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

Mike’s Piece Nr. 1
I now realise that I’ve collected far too many bits in my shack, over my years in radio. So,
components will be brought along to meetings, for sale at peanut prices, in aid of ‘ZME funds.
Anything left over will be sold at our Hamfest.
For those of you considering studying for the Advance/Full AR licence, I am available to give
tutorials, at my QTH. Day/Time to suit candidates. You will need to own the ‘Advance’ book
(available from the curator at HQ at reduced price) Also, beg, borrow or steal any edition of the
RSGB Handbook, as it contains a mine of information. I will cover the necessary maths for
those candidates who are out of practice or just don’t know how. You will need to own a
‘scientific’ calculator, i.e with pi, square root and x2 buttons. This will be useful for the rest of
your amateur radio life. Sainsbury’s has one for less than £8. Maplins too. You may pass the
advanced exam without any maths but your chances are a lot better with a little useful maths
tuition under your belt.
Appalling conditions on the HF bands, but recently I was working in the shack and heard a
weak G station calling CQ on CW on 10.15 MHz. He then proceeded to work a whole series of
Caribbean/East and West coast USA and Canadian stations but was giving and receiving RST
529 reports. Just shows you what CW can do when phone is just not going to be possible. It
was hardly a pile-up but he never had to call CQ again! Learning morse code is not difficult.
You all learnt to speak English using plurals, past, future and present tenses with no
lessons…. in your cot, as a baby. Learning morse just needs practice, In very poor conditions,
the narrow band modes, of which CW is one, usually work. There’s a chap I know who uses
his computer for CW and he doesn’t know morse code at all well…but lets his computer do all
the hard work, sending from the keyboard and the computer decoding the morse from the Rx
and displaying it on-screen. Why not also try ‘PSK31’ (Phase Shift Keying, 31 bauds) if you
have a computer in the shack. There is masses of freeware out there for the asking on the
Internet. The computer doesn’t have to be a super-duper whiz-bang all bells and whistles
machine either. Go on, give it a go!
For readers building my simple RF sniffer, the meter has a Full Scale Deflection (FSD) of
100R. This is easily damaged if the 470kohm potentiometer is too far advanced. Start with it
set fully anti-clockwise. Transmit on FM or CW and then advance the pot until you get a reading. If you are going to use a 50uA FSD meter, then the sensitivity will be twice as good, so
take even more care not to damage the movement. By the way, if you take the meter off and
connect some good headphones instead, you’ll be able to hear the rig’s Tx audio quality, but
only on AM. The RF sniffer is just a crude crystal set after all. You can also use the meter in
the shack for testing an oscillator or Tx. You’ll need an RF probe. i.e a .001 capacitor and a
germanium diode in series, with another to ground from their junction, (voltage doubler) Use a
crock clip on a fly lead to connect to the ground plane of the circuit under test. Use the free end
of the capacitor as a probe, where you think oscillations should be. This could be the hot end
of a dummy load for instance. Advance the pot until you get a reading. This is a very handy
gadget to have in the shack. Certainly I would not be without mine. You can make your sniffer
into a wavemeter by removing the choke and wiring a capacitor and coil in parallel across the
antenna wires.
Have fun. Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Thanks for Newsletter input from M1RKH, M0TAW,
G3JKX, M0FHM and M0RJS this time.

GB7SY D-Star Repeater, Condover.
NoV Don M0FHM

TDARS success with Grassroots Grant by Tony M0TAW
The Grassroots programme is designed to support voluntary and community groups and
organisations, many of whom are dependent on volunteers. It is funded from central
government resources and the available funds are distributed to the regions so that
applicants can apply to their local authority. On completion of an application which has to
describe the aims of the organisation and the specific project to be funded, together with
supporting documentation, each case is considered on its merits.
In our case the application was reviewed by a panel from the Council for Voluntary Services
(CVS), part of the Telford and Wrekin authority. Applicants can apply for a grant of more
than £250 up to a maximum of £5,000.
TDARS has been successful in being awarded the maximum grant of £5,000. So, what are
we going to do with the money?
We are going to greatly enhance our formal training capability. This will all be co-ordinated
under the direction of our Chief Instructor – Mike G3JKX. Our move to Little Wenlock has
given us better classroom facilities and the grant will fund its hire for six courses per year
plus examination time for the next two years. These courses will be at both Foundation and
Intermediate level. In addition we will advertise our offerings to local schools, community
centres and youth clubs. CVS has given us contact information for this aspect. We will use
our excellent in-house graphics and printing capability (Richard M1RKH and Martyn
G3UKV) to produce and print the requisite material. Our first-rate website will carry full
details of the course dates and details (M0FHM).
We will also be using the funding to purchase some excellent quality tools, such as solder
stations and instrument class multimeters, large cutting mats (to protect classroom tables!)
and other items to enhance the Intermediate course practicals. In addition we will be purchasing a wide selection of up-to-date books on technical, operating, equipment and
license aspects.
We will also be enhancing our instructional capability with the funded purchase of a large
interactive white board, digital projector and linked laptop computer. These will also be of
benefit to visiting speakers and our own in-house presentations.
What next? We have already booked the hall for the first two Foundation courses and exams. All our bookings are now going through our local rep – Martyn 2E0TRO. We will need
to give Mike G3JKX more support with Instructors and Invigilators and we intend to host a
Train-the-Trainers day in the next few months. The Grant has enabled us to step up a gear
in the training arena, involve additional club members in delivering our training and ensure
a wider local recognition of what TDARS is, and can offer.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Mike’s Piece Nr 2
It was my 73rd birthday recently and my daughter from KNAWland, (USA to non amateurs)
sent me a surprise present of the 17th edition of ‘Hints & Kinks for Radio Amateurs’ book,
from the ARRL. This has proved to be extremely interesting and I have no hesitation in
recommending it and in giving you all a few gems from therein.
Firstly it has a page showing circuit diagram schematic symbols; great for newcomers and
also a comprehensive list showing the meaning of all the abbreviations that you will ever
need. Strangely there is no page index.
The book ($17.95) covers a wide range of issues from how to work out the height of the
tree where you want to hook your antenna, to checking the resonant frequency of that filter
stub you have made, using your newly built antenna analyser! There’s also a page on using
this gadget for finding out the losses in your feed-lines and lots more in between.

The book held some surprises; for me anyway. 600 ohm ladder feeder has a loss of only 0.2dB
per 100 feet at 100mHz! For 450 ohm it’s 0.3dB. Using 300 ohm feeder the loss increases to
just over 1db. Isn’t that terrible? Remember, you need a 6db alteration in signal level to alter
your S meter by 1 point and who has an antenna 100 feet away from the shack anyway.
Maybe we should do what the Americans do and use ladder line feeder for TV and VHF/UHF
antennas. There wouldn’t be any water ingress problems for a start. Cheaper and longer
lasting as well. Easier connections and you can then have the balun at the shack end.
I especially liked the package mentioned that you can download giving the necessary values of
resistances in a pi network needed for an attenuation figure and vice-versa.
www.arrl.org/files/qst-binaries/ Click on Pi-Atten.zip. There is an attenuator project on
www.arrl.org/tis/info/html/hands-on-radio.
The best chapter has a series of experiments that anyone with some veroboard and a few bits
can carry out. These range from the various transistor configurations, through op amps, active
filters, timers, rectifier diodes, zeners, diode multipliers, SCRs, comparators, FETs, attenuators
networks, optocouplers, switch-mode regulators, phase shift oscillators, voltage and current
regulators, differential amps, filter networks, coaxial matching/filter stubs, to simple home made
gadgets, to make building things easier. All these are described in such a way that anyone can
understand how the things work. Long term learning is best done by doing of course.
One good tip given is to drill more holes underneath antenna traps to ensure that the condensation gets out. An unusual bit of advice is to type all PSK messages in lower case letters, as
the bit length for these is 24% less than upper case. This means quicker messages and less
PA heating! Why not buy the book yourself? You won’t regret it
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

D-Star: Part 2 by Richard M1RKH
Don did Part 1 in a recent newsletter article and we have also had a club meeting on a
Wednesday night where we spoke about D-Star and discussed some of its uses and use
cases. It was quite interesting to note the amount of interest in the club which does show that
the spirit of experimentation does still live on in a myriad of forms, so while the club is on a
construction frenzy at the moment, people are still giving thought to operating experimentation
whether it be D-Star or Marconi Day. Does anyone else feel the buzz within the club at the
moment?
The D-Star repeater is being tweaked at the moment, we're looking to extract every ounce of
RF performance out of it on transmit and receive as this is all we can do since power is restricted. There have been lots of suggestions and many bits borrowed of people. The results of
which we will fill the club in on once we have it settled and have moved it to its permanent
position under Don’s desk.
On a local front we are working with other D-Star groups in establishing a Midlands network
that the repeaters can be connected to. And Don is moving ahead with an admin and user
group meeting for the three local repeater groups where we are hoping to exchange ideas and
establish principle of best operating practice.
From a user perspective the amount of D-Star users in the club has increased and we are finding both pros and cons to using this mode both in operation and use. It's fair to say that care
needs to be taken if operating mobile and travelling between repeaters, but this is one area
where D-star for Radio Amateurs can excel. Not only do you have the ability to link the
repeater to a reflector, you can also potentially link it to another repeater (provided you can do
the linking/unlinking through you mic and the memories). All registered users have this capability on the network so if you are a local user and have been added to the user list you can too.

Don has also made available a good reset configuration file for users of Icom 2820's and 92D's
that we are more than happy to install and walk you through.
It's worth pointing out that a lot happens in the background in a D-star contact. If you have been
registered then your call sign details will have already been shared with the other databases
kept on other repeaters through a main server we call the trust server. This means that whatever repeater you are on knows who you are. It’s this user awareness that also results in a
person being able to contact you at the last repeater you operated from, essentially your call
sign and the repeater become associated and someone can contact you without having to know
which repeater you are at. You can of course also access our repeater from others in the
network and people may remember the times we spoke to Bob in the South of England with
crystal clarity.
People asked at the club session what the difference was to voice over IP modes like Echostar.
(Echolink ? - Ed) Well on the face of it, in one to one comms there isn't much difference. The
differences are more under the surface as explained above, which aren't featured in echostar
(apart from being able to join chat rooms etc). You can do it directly from your rig with a bit more
flexibility and Echo Star doesn't have all the location/user awareness that allows easier setup of
links to other users.
One thing I am looking to experiment more with whilst portable and mobile is the use of GPS.
This can be complimentary to APRS. I have a GPS mic on my handheld and when doing SOTA
will be trying this out with Don who should be able to track me. There are ways of overlaying the
D-star GPS data with the APRS network to consolidate both onto the same map. This is
interesting to me when portable in the hills and I'm sure a feature of use to the emergency
services in tracking users and vehicles since no other equipment is needed.
One thing important to us is improving the network and we are discussing seriously how we can
enable local users outside of the Shrewsbury footprint to access D-Star repeaters, this may lead
to the establishing of a Telford D-Star node and would effectively give us coverage through
repeater linking from the edge of Newport to the far edge of Cannock and into Staffordshire.
As you can see things are progressing fast both locally and in the network and it will be
interesting to look back on this in a year’s time to see where we really got to. Have fun.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
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